History

Castle above
the River Pcinja

P

assengers driven along the
E75 highway from the Serbian
border and continuing to Greece
will be surprised by some
breathtaking views of canyons,
fields, shepherds’ houses, monastic caves,
vineyards and old-style stations along the
railway route in the river valley. Just half
way between Skopje and Veles, where the
road twists following the canyon of the
river Pcinja (pronounced pchiniya), they
will see the remains of some medieval
fortifications on their right. Depending on
the speed, the image may appear ghostly
or may even be noticed by the driver.
The castle above the Pcinja is built in a
spectacular location just three kilometres
away from the confluence of the Pcinja
and the Vardar on a 70 meters high rock
washed on three sides by the river that
makes a sharp bend here. The highway
following the old north-south route passes
through a saddle separating the rock
from the mountain massif. The old route
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crossed the river at this spot.
This gorge has always been a border
area and natural defence from the
attacks coming from either north or
south. Archaeologists found here traces
of human settlements going back to
3500 years BC, when village residents
were forced to erect palisades in order to
protect themselves from invaders coming
from the north. From their belongings it
appears that they were farmers and goat
herders living along the Pcinja. Further
evidence dates back to around 1000 BC.
The pottery from this period can be with
a greater certainty attributed to Paeonian
warriors whose mighty kingdom lay in
the south-eastern part of present-day
Macedonia between the rivers Vardar
and Pcinja. From Homer’s Iliad we know
that Paeonians were allies of the Trojans
in the Trojan War against the Achaeans.
As one of the north-western and border
areas close to Dardania, the Paeonian
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settlement over the Pcinja was certainly
an administrative dependency of Bilazora,
the big Paeonian city twenty kilometres
from here.
The castle was of a strategic importance
through the whole late antiquity, from the
fourth to the seventh century, as the Late
Roman and early Byzantine Empires were
frequently raided from the north. The castle
controlled the road from Thessaloniki to
Skopje. As it was common at the time, in
the western part of the fortress, on one
of the cliffs, the inhabitants built a church
where active religious life continued until
the first decades of the seventh century,
when it was interrupted by invading
barbarian tribes. The reconstitution of
the Byzantine Empire in the eleventh
century returned life to the castle and
restored its importance. The castle was
then uninterruptedly inhabited until the
Ottoman conquest in the late fourteenth
century. Frescoes dated from the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries were identified
on the walls. Further down the cliff a
monastic cell was formed in the natural
cave of the porous limestone. The house
of the castle’s commander was built
close to the southern wall. Across a
huge dining room, a knights’ hall stood
with the dimensions of 24 by 6 meters.
At the same time, on the highest cliffs,
near the Acropolis, the everyday life of
bakers, blacksmiths and merchants took
place. The most vulnerable side facing
the saddle was fortified with two walls, a
tower and a turret. As the walls and the
building materials were not very strong

at the time, the castle, as most other
contemporary fortifications, was rebuilt
several times, and strengthened with
additional walls, fortified gates and turrets.
Today the ruins of the castle are evidence
of the development of building techniques
and materials over the centuries.
It’s most important period was the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries when
the Serbian and Byzantine border shifted
in the area. The castle had royal guards.
It often welcomed high delegations from
Serbian and Byzantine courts trying to
settle the disputes between the states
using royal marriages and other diplomatic
tools. Thus the monastery is recorded in
royal documents which are kept in the
Russian Monastery of St. Panteleimon on
Mount Athos. According to a document of
the fourteenth century, the Metropolitan
of Serres, Jacob, received a royal gift – the
monastery with the surrounding territory
and property. It is likely that he spent the
last years of his life in the cell made in the
natural cave below the castle.
The castle and its surrounding have
a great potential to become a tourist
attraction. Generally the country lacks rest
areas along the E-75 corridor. The castle
and the whole canyon of the Pcinja with
its small monasteries, monastic caves,
holy sources, and splendid views can be
developed for both transit and cultural
tourism. Long drives through the corridor
need to be broken at interesting places,
and the medieval site on the curious fluvial
peninsula created by the river Pcinja is
just perfect for that.
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